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Current key issues and long terms trends in Healthcare Distribution



The backbone of NHS medicines supply

▪ 54 MHRA fully validated cold & ambient warehouse locations, with CD 
stores

▪ Delivering 90% of NHS medicines – 2.4billion packs per year
▪ Full range of products – 25,000
▪ 250,000 deliveries per week across the 4 countries of the UK
▪ All sites fully audited and compliant to GDP
▪ 24-hour emergency supply
▪ Dedicated account management
▪ Bespoke customer service teams
▪ On-line management & ordering functionalities
▪ Full e-commerce capabilities 
▪ Single packet to full pallet capabilities
▪ Undertaking medicine recalls on behalf of MHRA
▪ ‘End-to-end regulation’



Who we are



14,200 pharmacies + 330 hospitals 

+ 2,000 dispensing doctors’ practices

9 HDA distributors

1250

manufacturers

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=manufacturer&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=b_BZ45EkC7etgM&tbnid=xSK47yDw6FS0aM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.insuranceproviders.com/where-can-i-get-manufacturer-business-insurance/&ei=svyVUaSKO7P40gX984GQBQ&psig=AFQjCNGgTwNmUEpW5j2LvSNDcKb9ECYfPA&ust=1368867687809206


The voice of the industry

Leading the debate, discussion and strategy of the ever 
evolving healthcare distribution sector.

Building awareness, understanding and 
appreciation of the vital importance of the  

healthcare distribution sector.

OUR MISSION

OUR VISION

OUR ASSOCIATION

To enable a safe, secure and efficient medicines supply 
chain that ensures patients get the right medicine, in the 

right place, at the right time.

The Association



Our sector
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1. Regulation driving up costs
2. Government appreciation of the supply chain
3. Supply chain stakeholder understanding of the sector
4. Shifting NHS policy and funding
5. Squeeze on manufacturers on price
6. Availability of labour and wage rises
7. Changing product mix
8. Environmental issues – pollution, waste
9. Increasing transport costs and regulations
10. Higher priced products not going through wholesale
11. Manufacturers reducing pence per pack
12. Inconsistent application of regulation
13. Over servicing of the sector – twice a day by multiple wholesalers
14. NHS efficiency drive
15. Flat community pharmacy market
16. Growth in the hospitals’ market
17. Splitting of market – high vs low value products
18. Online disruptors and unintended consequences
19. Downward pressures on margins
20. Upward pressures on costs
21. Information regulations leading to full transparency
22. No joined-up plan for the factory to patient medicine journey
23. Investment decisions vs network design
24. All growth is occurring outside of the wholesale sector
25. Lack of innovative; embracing new technologies – an old-fashioned image
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The current landscape

• Economic pressures - wages, consumer 
spending/Brexit/uncertainty

• Decrease in high-street footfall
• Massive growth in online
• Retail pharmacy is in crisis- E&Y report
• New pharmacy contract is challenging
• Pharmacy + wholesaler margins under pressure
• Increased red tape and bureaucracy
• New models are evolving – eg: hub & spoke but…..

No clear road-map



Pharmacy - a change in relationship

Then Now
Focused on pharmacy                                  Focused on suppliers  

Pharmacy loan book                                    no direct financial

support

£ direct support                                            £ professional chains

Personal relationships                                 transactional interface

Feedback loops                                            less listening - more 

telling 

Highly flexible                                               less flexible

Business + social engagement business engagement

only

from partnership to transactional  



Our key current issues

•Support for the pharmacy 
sector
•FMD/MDR?
•Hospitals - national KPIs 
•Medicines & Medical       
Devices Bill – incl. hub &       
spoke, online pharmacy

•Temperature-controlled 
transportation
•Security & integrity of 
supply chain
•Increased scrutiny
•More collaboration 

A strategic 
approach to 

the ‘shortages 
issue’ 



Shortages… ‘frustrating…
time consuming… unfair…’

Some Key Observations

• In the 12 months to January 2020 there were 178 recorded shortages 
versus 52 to Jan 2019

• 75% are caused by manufacturing issues

• There is a real lack of visibility by all constituents

• Generic shortages are market sensitive (trading)

• Trading, repeat ordering, skimming and stock-piling accentuate the 
problem

• Vertically-integrated chains - no preferential treatment

• It is a Europe-wide issue (more than 600 in Switzerland) - a major 
priority for GIRP

• The issue is incredibly patient and media sensitive



What are we doing?
• Working with manufacturers on ordering algorithms

• Managing order quantities - regulating usage, account 
profiling

• Issuing out-of-stocks lists - although pmr coding is still a 
major issue

• Communicating with all regulatory stakeholders and 
adopting protocols on specific issues (g 
Epipen/methadone)

• Fulfilling orders as soon as stock becomes available

• Raising the issue persistently with all stakeholders and 
DHSC

• Working to improve education and communication
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Regulatory burden is increasing

• 2012 Govt Red Tape Challenge - fizzled out (250 
MHRA regulations were to be reviewed)

• Shipping to label specs – temperature-controlled 
vehicles

• FMD and MDR implementation

• Information requests - DHSC/NHSE statutory and 
ad hoc

• Export controls management

• Responsible Person - introduction of import roles



Costs to our sector

• Last 3 years

• FMD approx. £8.75m

• Warehouse air cooling approx. £6.5m                     

• Temp monitoring equipment approx. £1.1m

• Temperature-controlled vehicles approx. £18.1m

• CD controls (due to expansions) approx. £775,000 

• Next 3 years (budget estimates)

• MDR (dependent on new UK/EU relationship) approx. £350,000

• FMD (dependent on new UK/EU relationship) approx. £610,000

• Temperature-controlled vehicles approx.£19.2m

• Increased administrative burden due to DHSC data requests 

approx. £480,000

£35M



Brexit planning… a major consumer 
of time and effort
• Interaction with the DHSC planning committees

• Stock-build planning (6 weeks)

• Evidence to Parliamentary committees

• Additional transport and freight planning

• Regulatory consultation on emergency 
supply/dispensing

• Data-gathering and analysis

• Contingency planning for clinical trials

• Shortages committee input

• Implementing Serious Shortages Protocols (SSPs)



Stakeholder feedback 



Research objectives

• Analyse current issues relevant to 
participants and HDA members

• Understand more fully perceptions of 
the healthcare distribution sector

• Identify how the sector can best meet 
the expectations of stakeholders

• Understand more on which issues we 
can, and should, collaborate 



Most important current health-care issues

•Manufacturers are focussed on 
Brexit and managing uncertainty
•Pharmacists are focussed on 
their future role and funding 
issues-profitability and 
survival
•Payors/regulators are focussed on 
funding, medicines availability and 
stressors



The Brand & Reputation Collective
20

Biggest issues facing medicines supply 
chain by audience

Manufacturers

Shortages/supply issues for 
pharmacists/patients
• Availability of medicines
• Complex system, no easy solution
• Grey market, shortages

FMD
• A headache at first but good in the long run 

as makes easier to track and trace

Future model
• How will we distribute medicines in the 

future?
• Going from analog to digital world
• How can the distribution model remain 

relevant?

New delivery needs for new drugs and special 
circumstances
• Need for new mechanisms (cold chain)
• Getting medicines to remote areas

Pharmacists

Shortages/availability
• Has gotten worse over time
• The major frustration
• Lose time and resource dealing with it

Concentration of supply
• Vertical integration seen to create conflict 

of interest, with big players favouring their 
own retailers

• Single distributor model, hub and spoke, 
and quotas compound supply issues

(Perceived) market manipulation
• Widespread belief that wholesalers game 

the system to increase their margin – at 
pharmacists’/system’s expense

Quality of customer service by 
distributors/wholesalers
• Call centres not able to resolve issues
• Lack of flexibility

Payers / Regulators

Continuity/availability of supply
• Suppliers failing to supply, impacting 

patients
• Grey market leads to shortages
• Using increasing/significant resource to 

manage the issue

Concentration of supply
• Single distributor model – doesn’t work for 

us (want to buy from my wholesaler)
• A big driver of shortages

How to enhance role of community pharmacist
• Working to find ways to do this
• See it as a way to relieve pressure on other 

parts of the system
• Pharmacist is under tremendous stress, 

though

Q: Thinking about the entire medicines supply chain – from manufacturers producing medicines to patients using them – what do you think are the most important 
issues facing the medicines supply chain?  (Volunteered responses; multiple responses allowed)
(n=30) 



Key areas of underperformance

• Transparency

• Being focussed on partner’s needs

• Innovation

• Customer-service orientation

• Working closely with partners to address 
emerging issues (collaboration)

• Products available when and where 
needed



3 big themes emerge



HDA re-connecting with independent pharmacy

• Working with the NPA on a service standard charter + customer 
service

• Pharmacy feedback forums (joint workshop tomorrow afternoon)

• Collaboration with pharmacy organizations on ideas to support  
independent pharmacy

• Continuation of shortages work - specifically communication and 
education 

• Continued government joint lobbying on behalf of the industry

• Continued media interaction on current issues within healthcare 
sector

• Leading thinking on innovation and developing trends



Future trends 



Multiple spheres of influence

Competition
+

Collaboration



Potential developments

• Integrated technologies

• JIT manufacturer-to-patient

• Fully-automated warehousing                  

• Online ordering and fulfilment               

• Wholesaler apps

• Drone deliveries

• Integrated data suites

• Multi-wrapper solutions

The healthcare 
distribution 

space is ripe for 
DISRUPTION



“Fears for the future of local pharmacies and warnings over patient safety 
have been raised after documents showed Amazon is eyeing Britain’s 
pharmacy market.

The online giant this month filed to register the name Amazon Pharmacy in 
several countries including the U.K

In documents submitted to Britain’s intellectual Property Office earlier this 
month the company applied to use the name Amazon Pharmacy for a 
number of products and services including pharmaceuticals, scientific 
research and medical devices”



HDA work on innovation

Collective 
promotion

Identify and disseminate new 
innovations and best practice

Data Analyse existing data for 
mutual beneficial conclusions

Data Standardised format for data 
reporting

International 
best practice

Case study-led 
communication

Thought 
Leadership

Proactively adopt forward 
looking standpoints

Facilitation
HDA to convene supply chain 

around the topic of 
innovation



HDA work on supply chain disruption

Specialties

Partner with manufacturers to 
develop future models

Disruptors Anticipate change and ensure 
GDP is appropriately applied

Economic 
Impact

Quantify and explain potential 
increase in costs

Supply chain 
collaboration

Develop standards to 
integrate specialties into 

supply chain.

Online 
services

Develop industry standards 
for digital services

Changing 
pharmacy 

model

Promote distribution model 
changes to match shift to 

services



Summary

• An increasingly challenging environment

• The relationship has shifted but…………

• It is vital to re-connect and work together

• Current issues are very real….but 

We continue to actively work on them.

We have listened to our stakeholders and

know what the key themes should be.

➢ The world will change faster and faster
➢ Innovation and disruption will be future challenges




